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However, after the accommodation through either route, the way the mind works is that there has to be
assimilation again as the mind always seeks for clarity, consistency of thought, or what is often called a lack
of cognitive dissonance whereby seemingly contradictory cognitions are reconciled. The author concludes that
when students engage in meaningful open-ended tasks, their motivation increases and the effect of learning is
more powerful. The neurological change: It is now widely believed that any change in the behaviors most
probably involves new neurological wiring. Here, there is a sorting out and preliminary decision on how to
respond. Therefore there are six interlocking processes are given by Omari, as follows; 1. The paper presents
some useful background information on the topics of belonging, motivation and academic self-efficacy. These
tactics can strengthen struggling learners' beliefs in their academic abilities and increase their willingness to
engage in academic tasks. What works in the nonmajors' science laboratory David L. It is acquiring new
knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or understanding, and may involve synthesizing different
types of information Wikipedia,  Furthermore, Yoakman and Simpson in Rao, et al, ; Prakash, have
enumerated nine most important characteristics of learning which are discussed as bellow: 1 Learning is
growth: the world is generally associated with the body which is growing, but through the mental growth of
the learner. Activation of potential makes an organism search for the meaning and direction for the stimulus.
Since learning is an active learning process, at this juncture is when possible responses are sorted out and
hopefully the right one is placed on top of the cognitive deck. Questions address topics such as what teachers
can do to help develop students who will work to overcome challenges rather than be overwhelmed by them,
the challenge of the "gifted" label, and if self-esteem something that teachers can or should "give" to students.
Specifically, the authors present strategies such as using peers as role models, teaching specific learning
strategies, presenting the students with options and choices, communicating recent success, and more. The
author states that when students claim they are not interested in anything, educators must help them discover
what actually does interest them. Furthermore, this work provides a conceptualization of motivation and the
way motivation is linked to learning, it also acquaints a reader to sources of motivation and the theories that
describe motivation. According to Piaget, adaptation represents that continuous process of mental activity in
which new cognitive structures are created, organized, changed, enriched, and made functional in the mental
system of the leaner as a result of experience. The paper provides useful background information on the topics
of motivation, intentionality and autonomy, and also gives examples of controlling vs. These students usually
lack experience in and motivation for the laboratory, so a balanced use of "cookbook" and discovery-based
approaches is recommended. The tactics are to give students choices in their assignments, to challenge them,
to allow the class some extent of control over the learning environment, to promote collaboration between
students, to construct meaning in the material and to establish positive consequences for students'
achievement. However you would want that ultimately the dynamic adaptations to reach a temporary closure
and indeed the balance between assimilation and accommodation is after called equilibrium according to
Piaget which is the process of balancing the old and the new perceptions and experience. Contracting involves
a learning agreement between students and teachers, and it offers the opportunity for independent thinking.
Motivation: What does the Research Say? Gender matters citation and bibliographic information Do females
and males choose science for different reasons? The relevant cognitions are called upon to sort things out and
start relating the new information to any existing experiences and data in our behavioural repertoire.
Motivation is not something one "does to" others. We do not learn everything that comes in our site. Teachers
sometimes fall victim to a learning illusion as students may appear that they have learnt something when they
memorize, reproduce or regurgitate some facts and principles, but that may suggest a stable degree of
understanding. Although it is latent yet we can perceive its growth through his daily activities the child grows
both mentally and physically. The study found that high-achieving students pursued the extra credit work,
while students who were earning poor grades did not. Students learn even when we think they may not be
learning, sometimes students learn because of what their teacher do and sometimes they learn inspite of what
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their teachers do. When a child learns something intelligently he is likely to forget it very soon. Motivation has
long been a central subject of study in psychology, the problem of motivation has been the subject of interest
and inquiry for those who deal with human relations and administrators who have been very much concerned
about problem of human motivation ibid. Autonomy-supportive teacher behavior can be effective in fostering
intrinsic motivation in students. This work is going to deal with motivation and its relation to learning, it will
also give the meaning of motivation, types of motivation, meaning of learning, the learning process, theories
of motivation, motivation techniques in learning, implication of motivation to learning and the conclusion.
Adams This paper offers practical advice on building a workable and meaningful introductory science
laboratory for non-science majors. Learning is defined as a change of behavior from not knowing to knowing
something new or it is being aware of something new Omari, 


